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1. WHAT Is TELEVISION
Remember Walter Crjnkite? For years millions of

Americans watched his evening news show and
heard him report on the events of the day Night after
night his program made all the world a stage and
brought its actors and its drama into the living rooms
of the nation. We were thrust on4the scene, wired
electrohically into the global village. At the end of his
bradcast, Mr, Cronkite concluded with the familiar
phrase that became his trademark, "That's the way it
is." He was credible and et4 believed him.

More importantly, television contains an awesome
power that compels us to believe. not only Walter
Cronkite but &most everything else we see on TV: If
it is on television, ft must be true. Iblevisioe defines
our reality, our lives, even ourselves. However, we are
beginning to learn to stand backTrom our place on the
electronic stage in order to understand better what
television is and how it operates. We are gaining
perspective on- TV's strengths and weaknesses, its
possibilities and its pitfalls. We are b1nn1ng to un-
derstand how television influences u lates
our values and behavior, shapes out awareness and
thinking. This basis of umierstinding helps us see
teleyision for what, it really is, an imperfect and
sometimes distorted mirror of reality.

television is many tb i rags to many people. For some
it is big business. Investors and corporate hoards

,watch carefully the bottom line of net profits. They
...play the ratings game;broadcasting onlirsprograms
that will attract huge audiences. They know. that
one-tenth of a' percent* (.1%) in the ratings tree-
hates to $1 million in income at the end of a year.
Advertisers see television as the moat effective
means of reaching a mass market with commercial
messages. For them TV program!' are the means of
delivering viewers to the annmerciale, which in turn
sell their products. For actors-, actresses, writers, pro-
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ducers, directors and technicians, television is the
platform for the exercise of their careers and creative
talent's. For special interest groups, television is a
communications system for transmitting informa-
tion and for provoking public response. In a large and
complex society, our most important communications
medium means many different things.

But what about viewers? What does it mean to the
people in 83.3 million American homes (98%) where
TV is on,an average of 6 h and 44 minutes every
day? Here again television many things. It is a
link to worlds of experience and imagination. It is a
pipeline of entertainment and education. It is the
source of news and infoimation. It is a processor and
filter of thoughts and ideas. It is persuader and advo-
cate. It is a means of expanding 'mums or escaping
from otir world. Since most people void more time
watching TV than doing anything else except sleep-
ing and either working or attending school, the
meaning 3f TV is likely to be a combination of the
above. ha every case, it is a major form in the lives of
Americans. That includes adults, youth, children .

and you. One recent study ranks television first
among all traditional influences on our lives, includ-
ing the family. school -.Ad church.

But in spiteof its prominence, television is only one
of many forms of media from which we learn and
which help shape our lives. As we grow, we develop
the attitude, the knowledge and the skills to be able
to choose wisely among books, magazines, newspa-
pers, radio, films, record albums. We develop an eye
for quality. We learn to chocle the media that will
have the most positive effect on our lives. As the
media revolution threatens to swamp us with its vol-

of new and dazzling products, th, matter of re-
.. isibk: choice becomes critical to the survival of
t.aristlan values.

TV is so common in our society that we accept
uncritically its role in our lives. Dealing with televi-
sion has taken on a sense of urgency. The most basic
choice is to view or not to view What goes into mak-
ing this choice? It we choose to view, then how do we
choose the pmgratin worth our time and attention?
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These are serious questions, without instant an-
swers. However, there are ways of learning critical
viewing skills and taking direct control of media de-
cisions. The key is responsibility, and that will be a
central theme of this course on television and Chris.°
tian values.

As Christians we recognize that our lives are spe-
cial gifts from a loving God. We realise that God asks
each of us to appreciate that gift and to mature into
our full potential as human persons. In that gradual
pros, each day is valuable. Every experience is
important. When trying to decide whether or not to
watch television, we take into consideration other
construmptc4tVuses of our time and energy When we
atte choose a particular program to watch, we
have a personalized set of criteria against which to
judge the relative merits tin shoot

Ibleviskm has come to won nu* things to view-
ers. Most of the applications are valid, but it's up to us
as individuals to decide when and how they are valu-
able. This, we can use TV to relax and take it easy
We can turn to it to learn about an issue or problem.
At times, we might look for a program with some

4

action or one that will give us a good laugh. Whatever
the case, we should see to it that the experience (tf
watching`as well as the particular programs that we
do watch are going to be worth our time and helpful to
our growth as young ChristAns, followers of Jesus
Christ.

0

Discussion Questions
I. What are your favorite TV programs? Why do you

like them? With which characters do you identify
the most? What Attracts you to them?

2. Name some TV programs you consider enlighten-
ing. Name programs you consider entertaining.
Compare the two lists and discuss whether a pro-
gram can be both entertaining and enlightening.
Do informational programs idways have to be bor-
ing? Are entertainment programs always pure en-
tertainment?

3. Would you rather read or watch TV? What are the
advantages of the printed word over the medium
Of television? What are the disadvantages?

4. As the first book ever printed, what effect did the
Bibitrhave on the satiety tithe timetWhat paral-

. lets can you draw with TV as a medium of mass
communication? How has TV affected our under-
standing of events, of reality in general because of
its ability to capture otdectively and permanently
the details of what llamas? How will the work of
the hietorian change as a result -of TV? Reflect on
and discuss the difference between recorded his-
tory and oral history. What are the roles of imagi-
nation and interpretation in each? If TV had
existed in the time of Christ, would Christianity
be the same today?

5. What does television mean to you? What role doei
it play in your life? Is it a luxury or a necessity?
Why?

6
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6. Do you think television bas had a 3

r.

influence
on OUT society? Give examOes your
opinion. How mucb influmice bat I had on you
and youeown values? As much as vti,w familS

. your friends, your church, yam:

Activities
1. Prepare a listing of as many diffirent types of TV

pinta's, as you can (comedy, drama, ganseidtbw,
tier), etc. k and include an example of each type of
Iwogram e

vs,

O

2. Interview an adult and sok how much time he or
she want; watching TV as well as what type of
program the person egioys watching the most.

3. Aidione your parents how h or she thinks TV
has changarover the years .and what be Mishe
likes or dislikes about* the changes.

& Kipp a log of the inagrams that you waft)" hi the
eveningduring the ireek awl Make note 44
the type of program you watch the most.



2. VARIETIES OF REALITY
Inisgine a world where there is no homework; par-

elite always give you the car keys; you have all the
things you want. A dream world or an escape from
reality TV"offers this world and more.

Imagine a world where 50 percent of the people are
victims dcrime; where more parents are divorced Or
widowed than married; where 20 percent of the work-
ers are police or private eyes; where people and
groups are quickly stereotyped; where fact and fiction
are easily ;nixed. This is the way TV actuallyGeis the
world.

Imagine a world where instantly we can see pic-
tures of violence aid destruction, reports of accidents
and ware; where lee can be updated on events and
lusppenings from the distant corners of the glebe;
where we can see the instant replay of a fantastic
football play or the band at half-time. TV offers' this
and more.

. The first step in taking control of TV is becoming
aware of the various worlds it presents. Then weneed
to develop the tools 'to evaluate, tritique rind weigh
TV peleptions of reality and their defpee'd truth.

fi

On a half-hour TV show there irre 22 minutes to tell
the story, develop characters, and &scribe. the am-
filet situation. The rest of time is to com-
mercials. If you have only 22 minute: work with,
you have to tell a Mom quiddy Stereotypes are a
technique that ectiptwriters use to quickly develop

A a

81tastlenal esisMets are die sidistence St meet TV maim, ice"Aim"
ass Una. biers (Vie Teyibeld Mugabe.
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characters. Doctors, waitresses, cops, crooks,
teachers, gays, married people are all made to fiI into
typical TV stereotypes.

Just as stereotypes are used with characters, they
are also used in plots. Stereotypes are short cuts
along the way to plot development. For example, on
"Alice.,4 one of the waitresses is litereotyped as inse-
cure and incompetent. ; e who come to see Mag-
num are always in trou . Higgins tends to dislike
them. Higgins alirais is very "British" and finds it
difficult to understand Magnum's problems and
needs. If the writer lean assume you kaow this, he
saves a lot of time explaining relationships. Hess free
to go right to the action of the plot. TV thrives on
action. Or Coma dates and Trapper John are always
at the *pita' along with the rest of the staff. They
are there day and eight. They act like the typical
doctor or nysse, totally dedicated to their patients,
regardless of the persons' cost. This portrayal of a
medical staff is somewhat exaggerated, but the
stereotypes that it contains are used io the writer's
advantage in order to tell the story in 44 minutes.
Stereotypes can serve a useful storytelling purpose,
but their excessive use leads to the distortion of real-
ity.

How do we gain viewing skills to not only enjoy a
TV show, but also to critique it? The best way is to
look at the show as one would a Piece of literature.
Determine its intention. Was iemeant to entertain?
Was it fantasy if at helped us escape our problems for
awhile? Was it factual, such as the news or a docu-

.mentary that was meant to keep 'us aware of our
world ai-educate us?.Was it a docu-drama that took a
factual event or perstar and filled in the' missing
blanks with dialogue or imaginary details? %LEK,'
"Sadat," "Roots" are a few examples of docu-drama.

Our problem comes in viewing Thr. There is a lot of
grey area. TV presents a part of our world, but often
fact and fiction are mixed. A show may contain ele-
stsents of reality, based an things that could possibly
happen. The adventure and excitement could be pos.

&
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Bible in :',dart to Hart's" life !mime week, but o one
. lives Hite that every week.

Even in the news a part of our world is presented,
but for every story that makes it, countless events go
unnoticed. A given station has its own bias and *ay of
presenting the news. It is interesting to compagfrotri
station to station the way an event is Mivered and
then to see what the newipaper did with the same
material. There will be h difference. What we have
the objective fact and the subjective presentatioti of
that fail For example, at a baseball game on TV, the
umpire calla a strike. Some say it's a good call; othea
see it as bad. We have both the event and people's
differing interpretations of the event.

We need skills to help us interpret life as seen
through the eye of e TV camera. We must think about
what we see and question the reason the material is
presented the way it is. As we watch a TV show, we
should check to see if the people are realistically and
fairly portrayed. Do real people live, act and think
like this? Is the humor rooted in stereotypes, put-
downs, insults and degrading remarks? How is
human life treated? With respect and dignity? If not,
why not? DM this handling of life issues go against
:our values?

9 4
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How is sexuality treated? Is it shown in a cheap and
degrading way? le it used to central and metre,
others? How about women and minority, Is
there a heavy reliance on stereotypes ttaking
the time to explore the riniquemm maul richness of
individuals? Did this show leave you with new in-
sights about life? Do you better understana the prob-
lems of others because of this show? Can you em-
pathise with them? be you believe the niessage the
show resented? What parts of the show were unreal,

. did not portray life as you have experienced it, were
contrary to your Christian values?

TV offers sin many varieties oforeality. It * our
challenge, as viewers, to understand the reality that
is presented. Tlw TV ratings, reviews by critics, in-
terpretations by primate, teachers, and fri(, ads can
assist US with valuable reality checks.

8
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Discussion Questions
I. What are some of the common end prominent

stereotypes on your favorite TV shows? How do
stereotypes influence your attitude toward

.others?
2. Do you regularly watch news programs? Why or

why not? is one station's news reporting better
than the others, orate they all basically the same?
Could you give an example of a news story that
you saw recently that reflected a teaching of
Jesus?

3, How dose to real life are the stories and characters
of your favorite TV show? Can you describe how
one of those characters reflects the values of
Jesus? What have you learned about the TV writ-
eell view of the world?

4. Do you think that° watchiryg entertainment, pro-
grams on TV can influence people to change their
attitudes and behavior?

5. Do you agree or disagree with the statement that
every program on TV teaches the viewers some-.
thing?

6. How real are shows such as "Believe It or Not.'
"Real People," 'That's Incredible,' "PM. PUP-

Js. ziner

Activities
I. Keeps log Oat! the careers you see represented oir

television during the course of several evenings.
After each listing, describe haw much you reamed.
For example, is it difficult work; diet it require
special training; would you consirkr it as owner?

2. Interview an eklerly person and airy whether he or
she thinks that TV entertainment programs por-
tray'older people acrurately Ash the person how
TV could do a betterjob in presenting older people.

3. Write ri brief essay that agrees orilisagreaa with
the Automat 'Wevision is a winibw to the
world.'

4. Find a program that deals with teenagers. Does it
deal realistically with teenage concerns? What
kinds of staeotypes are used? Check with family
and friends to see ff they like or dislike this show
Watch several episodes of the program. Log the
themes ofthe story and how the characters handle
their situations. Then rate the portrayal of teen-
agers as realisik, sainewhaterefistic, or enrealis-
tic.

10
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3. COMMERCIALS
"We do it all fur your Do those words sound Tamil.

tar? That's the pledge of McPonald's. Yet, in a west all
ads on TV stem to 11e concerned only about us. "Let us
make you happier, more popular, better looking,
younger." That's their cry. "Just buy the product and
you'll real new meaning. new value, new fulfillment,
new joy in your life." That's their pitch.

SIC IP

On COmmercial television, programs have *pan -
sors. Advertising is the bread and butter of the TV
industry. The selling of commerciiir time reaps mil-
lion of dollars of revenue for the networks and their
local affiliate stations. It is a big business with one of
the highest profit margins of any in this country.

lb he successful, television advertising depends not
anly on a viewing public that has needs and financial
resources. Advertisers must also be capable of per-
suading the public to part with money in order to
satisfy its needs. Nee* cannot always be assumed.
There are many products which the average person
simply does not need. The challenge for the adver-
tiser is to create the need. This is true also fot con-
sumer products we use regularly. lkkecirs for exam-
ple. They have become something of a necessity for
most people in our mobile society. The challenge then
is not to create the basic need but to instill the neeti
for something more specific. Por =ample, advertisers
'All work on our need for owning a brand new car. or o
car that is more prestigitous or more fuel efficient,
that is more sportYor more technologically advanced.
They appeal to objective needs indirectly th h
subjective disposition'a and feelings. It is not just
peed to own a brand new car that the advertiser is

4-04.a ina,4 yhtt,t,

gro.-fe,

selling, it is the experience of excitement. It is not the
need for sire that they tiell*t the need for pleasure
and the feeling of prestige. It is not the speed of u
model that is as important in advertising as what the
speed can mean subjectively: attention, acceptante,
even power over others. Adviatising is oriented to the
creation and satisfaction of very basic human needs
and wants:

'('V ads communicate messages not only about the
physical properties. of products. but about the psY rhe-
logical benefits attributed to having the products.
Thus toothpaste is sold not on-the merits'. of dental
hygiene, but 'on the social advantages of a wide,
bright smile. More people buy toothpaste for the pos.
'ibility of sex appeal than the preventioji of cavities.

Advertisers create million dollar dreams and hold
out to each of us a share in the dream for only the
price of the product. They Make dreams rf acceptance
and being loved. of success and power, of freedom and
excitement, of sophisticktion and elitism, of adven-
ture and conquest ofeternal beauty and immortality

11
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The hot is practically endless. bounded only by the
huge; of the imagination and basic human insecuri-
ties. The ultimate message or phimiae in all of these
commercials is that the pc fun andeor corisunip,
titan of the products automatically twinge happiriew.

A Non-Couinfereial Ibiteinage
Not every short mesaage broadieet on televi-

sion is oriented to selling products and services
for profit. There are other types of announce-
memo that make us aware of social needs and
services which communits; members can
provide. Some of thew %cm:mm.14e may be
familiar to you:. Red Crowe, United Wag Big
Brothers! and Sisters, Scouting. Although these
announcements are paid for by the sponlibring
organizations, they deal with aervices that help

.ciety. Can you think of others that you have
wen?

There is a second category of non-commercial
messages: public service announcements or
PSAs. These typically contain information hi
broad public benefit without requesting any-
thing in return. Some examples are the Mc Yuk
safety spots, motivational messages by reli-

. Vious groups, medico! warnings by the Ameri-
can Cancer Society the American Heart Aesoci-
atior, and many others ,What PSAs have you
seen recently?

ltd

Art
3.

Si

.ing. Revenues

,

.. 17brii 12.650
RadT, "'"" 4.212
New pr 4' .17.4 AP

Magazines 5.8 3.5XP
Direct Mail,
Farm ,i

24 8, 14.57#4,

Note: The figures include production and NI,
era, as well us od timt onti
Source.' McCann.Erickson surve:v. Mira

And who tould refuse hopping s', This is 641 papolac
myth of TV advertising.

Adveitising triday has become a highly skilled and
expensive art of persuasion. lblevision advertising
merges the power of sight and bound to persuade.
Each dimension of advertising is exploited for its full
impactin te.levision commercials the visual Imagery
is cleininaro. Advertisers tow strong end uncluttered
images paced in rapid eucci-ssiun to hold the attention
oft eye, The sound track is secondary but it corn-
pl reinforces the visual inesamie., It ealls
attention to the need, highlights the prte'.;.-t, sum-
n'10/1201 and concludes, Sound need net be ration;
it could tie a mintical jingle;erchestral score, sound
effects or a combination ail!! Through the full power
of sights and sound advertisers try to m* an erne.
tional appeal which they hope will result inInereastkl
sales. Are they successful? Given the demand for
commercial air time and the sigh prices advertisers
are willing to pay, we would have to coticlide,yes,
very successful,

Gan any of us deny that we have many needs? Ike
all need food and clothes, ahelter and transportation,
love and acceptance. TV ads promise to handle all of
our moll,' But to make a profit they do their best to
create ditional needs ipkiiit really hays. In their
attempt to influence our attitddes and change our
behavior they enter the realm of valiies. Bete we
have to be most attentive and careftil. Many values of
TV advertising, for example. that things are more.
important 'lion people.-or that all human needs and

religious tradition. %recital
problems ca met adequately through technology,

against our I and religious
afford to be naive bout TV eammercials. We ehould
not allow ourselvee to be consciously misled or uncon-
sciously, manipulated by the advertiiiiiig industry It
lieup to i'ach of fie to become etinvinced of the power of
TV consinerriala and aware of their unique methods
of comraunieation. Only then willerte gain u healthy

12
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degree of independence from the grip of advertising.
Then we will have the freedom to shape our lives
aceurding to the values that ate in keeping with the
best of our Christian tradition.

We are importaut because we are special in the
eye a the use who created us. We are lovable be-
cauee our God has first loved us. We can be happy
because of the life God has proinMed us. We are truly
valuable in the eyes of others, of the friends and
acquaintances around us, not because we wear brand
X of drink t'ob Y or see movie 2, but because of a
neeeh deeper reality Our true value is measured not
by what, we purchase or possess but by who we are and

we can become as a child of God.

thscussion Quessions
I. What RH the clevereet commercial on televioion

right now? Why do you like it? What is its appeal
and how does it tie its products to that appeal?

2 De you think that you are influenced in what you
bey rind the wily you art by advertisements on
televieion? If so. how?

3 How do rommetvials "sell" products by resorting
to "sex appeal" that is not related to the product?

4, Difit%_titilcummercial stereotypes. Are women ever
shown iv &vision-makers? Are the elderly repre-
eented. o'Vdo most commercials feature the young?

5. What images of American culture do we discover
in TV advertising? For example, who are the sue .
vessfel people? What do they do? Where do they
Iwo How do they spend their leisure time? What
are t%eir religious values'? How do they view those
Ivies fortunate than themselves?

I

6. TV viewers see commercials as the break hawk
Reograms or as the intermission during a
gram. The networks see TV pre. ;ramming as the
means of delivering mass audiences into the
hands of the sponsors. Discuss the difference in
perspective.

7. TV eids-crtu;a4 ecomotes possessiveness, con-
sumption and a material way of life. Jesus came
among us to call our attention to other values. Can
you think of one value that Jesus teaches that is
ignored or opposed tis a specific advertisement on
TV?

S. How do conanerciale use religious images, themes
and language to sell products? Give some mien-
ple.

Activities
1 e Ask your parents why they buy certain brands of

product* Have commercials ever convinced them
to try another brand?

2. Create your on 30-second commercial advertis-
ing Catholic education. Write a script and design
the storyboard (a series of sketches illustrating
each scene). Describe in detail both the visual and
the sound images you will use.

3. Do some research on the financial eignificarice of
-r.ornmercials in the TV industry. How nienys@ver-
tieing dollars are spent each year o' TV? How
much is spent annually on corhmerciale on TV
sports programs? On children's prams?

4. Describe three televiaion commercials. Note how
t;sich catches the attention of the viewer, what
need the product addresses, whether the product is
presented as a neceseity or a luxury

5. Read Matthew 6:24-34. Write a brief essay COM-
pari4 Jews' view to-that of the advertising in-
dustry

6, Make a list ofcommerciale on a Satuaday morning
program. Note what products are advertised and
how they would be good or bad for children to buy.
Explain how each ad captures the child's atten-
tion,



tir ANATOMY OF A PROGRAM
Visitors to_ Walt Disney World pot Center in Or-

landu, Florida. are introduced to a delightful little
figure called "Figment." as thewy tour the "Land of
Imagination." Figment, with his lavender, pink and
orange coloring, seems to be a cross between a di-
nosaur and a fish, but he also has wings. His impish
look indicates his desire to enjoy all the things that
his creator -Drearnfinder" can think up.

Figment appeals to people because he is a symbol of
the creativity of the human mind. Just as the Disney
"iniagineere" have created the special world of Epeot,
each person has the potent it to create new and origi-
nal ways of sing.

In fart, St Paul told the Eptiesians to -create a new
and a spiritual way ofthinking." he knew that grow-
ing as a Christian was related to being open to new
ways of accepting Jh and cif thinking about Chris-
tianity

The mind of the human being is a powerful tool.
People possess many ways of creating, Some do it by
drawing cartoons, others by cake decorating, others
by designing football plays, cars or clothes.
Thousands create by their involvement in television.
Each program that is aired has drawn on the creativ-
ity of many people. Most of us have no idea how many
people are involved in producing a television pro-
gram.. It doesn't just happen. The program is the
result of planning, creativity and teamwork. If the
show is going to be successful, everyone has to pro-
duce

A good director can make the different*. The direc-
tor, like someone doing a puzzle, puts all the pieces
together. Without the genius and skill of a talented
director the show will never make it.

The producer. too, makes crucial decisions before
production ever begins. He asks and answers impor-
tant questions. For example: What people would play
these uiles most successfully? Who would be the most
talented behind the camera, as editors, technicians?
Who would write the most effective script? It is thejoh

1'2

or the producer to hire the. most qualified people to
transform the idea for a show into a realit!:.

Every television production beginE with nn idea.
The idea is exlianded into the words of the script_ The
director then guides the talent of the crew as the,
script is translated into living words and images. But
before we see the finished product the editor has to do
his job. Working closely with the director, the editor
assembles the images into scenes that tell the story
effectively

iblevision is the vehicle for creativity for all the
people we see on the screen. People who portray the
characters in the show are called actors or actresses.
But television also includes the talent of performers,
those people who appear on TV as themselves.. These
TV performers include the newscasters, sports an-
nouncers, talk show hosts, and weather announcers.

Whether the program,is taped or seen live, its we-
ceiis depends upon the quality of overall production.
This is tin for all shows, froM newscasts to soap
operas. Whether a show is educational or entertain-
ing, its success hinges upon the quality with which
each person involved fulfilled the area of his or her
specific expertise. Was the sound good? Were special
effects carried out properly? Did each person on cam-
era creatively perform? Was the camera view correct?
Did thrdirector advise people on the set in such a way
that the best production was possible? Was the direc-
tor able to develop the total staff into a unit or team
that allowed each person to practice the best skihs
and the most creative way of de%eloping the pro.
gram?

If a program is well done it is because a group of
talented people have worked together as a 'team. A
good program is never the result of just one person's
genius and efforts. For example, the people who made

AVS*1.1" worked together as a sunit for many
years. During rehearsals, they all contributed ideas
to improve the script and the action. Most shows don't
have that kind ormnity behind the camera, but when
it's there, you can feel it. The next time you watch a
show, think about how well the people behind the
camera have done their jobs and whether they were
all working as a team or as individuals.

Since the 22 minutes of actual show time is really
the result of five to seven days of hard work by many
people, the creativity of the individuals and a cooper-
ative spirit is essential for success. For the nightly
news, the deadlines are even more severe. Close coop-
eration and teamwork is essential between techni-
cians, editors, correspondents and many, many
others.

14
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lb have a succeedul shos sense of harmony is
needed. This happens best whoa each member of the
production team can fimction as a mature person.
Babb person needs to be able to aoept failure, be able
to recognize the uniqueness of the otlwr people on the
production and also to have a sense of humor.

Occasionally, there are special production tell
t the filming or making of a special or era
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TV aeries. Through special filmings, we may
glimpse the talent and , "" or lack of harmony
that was prelant in producing the show How was this
harmony or lack of harmony evidenced in the final
production? Sometimes a good director can cover for
the lack of harmony or a powerfid actor may compen
sate for ano person's performance.
However, this is noted in gale viewing. We are
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A;Christians we need to paned upon the message
that all programs give us. Is cooperation evident?
What are the positive effects of such cooperation? Is
the message of the program enhanced by a team ef-
fort?

Discussion Questions
1. Compare a auccessfid program like "tif*A*S*11"

with an unsuccessful one. What make; the differ-
ence? Consult the Nielsen Ratings to see which
programs are most viewed and helot viewed this
month.

2. Are the actors more important than the people
behind the camera? Why are the stars of a show
the only ones who get public attention?

3. How do the new shows of this season compare with
those you already watch regularly? What shows
do you think will be cancelled? What -went wrong
with theni? What tool does the station usa? to de-
termine whether or not-the show is a succem?

4. What current news or documentary prwrams are
successful? How do they demonstrate team effort?

5. What are some of the benefits of participating in
sow- king that allows 3,0a to be creative? Are
there drawbacks to creativity?

6. Do teamwork and creativity mix well together?
Why or wh3

7. Discuss the spirit of the news broaticast of the local
TV channels. If you have more than one channel
available, is there a difference in spirit between
the nightly news team from one channel to
another? Why or why not? Does this affect whic
channel you turn to for the news?

8. How does creativity relate to becoming a r
Christian? Is holiness 'related to creativ y? Give
some examples.

Activities
1. Since each person poseesses creative powers, we

need to strive to develop our own creativity as well
as to allow others to be creative. Reflect fora while
on one way that you have been creative during
the past week or two. Write a brief description .
about the situation or event that allowed you to be
creative. Share in groups of three or four. After
each person has shared, decide whether there are
any common elements in au* person's Merit Did it
make a difference whether. the creative experience

14
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waswith another person or a group? How did each
person feel about his or her experience? Was it a
happy rewarding experience? Would be os she like
to repeot it?

2. 'Pilk with your parents about their favorite pro-
grams from the past. Why did'they like these pro-
grams? Why do they think that those programs
are not on television today?

3. Imagine that you are the new programming direc-
tor in the lowest-rated network. In planning to
develop one sure -fire hit for the fall season, whom
would you hire to do it?

4. Develop a program concerned with presenting a
Christian perspective in restionse to a social issue.
It should be entertaining and yet provide learti-
jug. What social issue would You choose (e.g -, ra-
cism, hunger, poverty, etc.) and why? How would
you make the program entertaining? What format
would you use (e.g., a host like Walter Cronkite or
Barbara Walters, a drama, etc.)?

5. Agree with your classmates to watch- the same
prime. time 4programs on a specific evening. List
each program and make note of its strengths and
weaknesses as a production.

6. If you could create the perfect team to produce
programs that Christians would be proud of view-
ing, what type or program would you develop?
Win would you choose to be in the show? Why
would yoll select these people? Explain how the
message of Jesus would be carried out through
this. production. Consider the prayer of St. Fran-
cis, "Where there is hatred let me sow love, where
theft is injury pardon." Can you name people in
the world today who use their creativity to be
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4 Le. 5. CONFLICT
, Look at one of your favorite action shows --- "Matt
Houston," "T.J. Hooker," "lasagna P.I.," or whatever
you prefer. They always 'find a solution, and it never
fails! Why waste words when a punch, car Chase, or
some action will straighten things out?

,..aa.

Nobody has to convince us that conflict is natural
in life. We know what it's all about. We've faced tough
problems; we've tried to deal with headspinning con-
flicts. Sometimes the situation was really caused by
others. Whatever the case, we've all had problems
and conflicts. What is really important is the ways
we've worked at resolving these problems and con-
flicts responsibly

Conflict is a key element in TV drama. Sometimes
the conflict can lead to violent actions that can be
seen and heard, felt and experienced. Is it any wonder
that program after program on TV deals with con-
flict, action and violence? The more exciting the con-
flict and action, the more we seem absorbed by the
story The ratings show that these programs attract
the viewer. One week in the Nielsen Ratings, "Simon
& Simon," "Magnum PI.," and "A-team" were in the
top five shows. Find a copy of the Nielsen Ratings and
see what the top five are for one week.

Do TV shows portray rather' ordinary people lead-
ing normal lives? Or do audiences prefer the unusual
and extraordinary in order to escape the monotony of
everyday life? Do you think we look for stories that
are different than our own experiences? Aad if we
want a little action and a lot of violence, it's there for
the asking.

Sometimes the violence is a substitute for eli strong
plot. It can be a crutch for script writers. We get so
into the depictions of violence that we overlook the
weakness of the plot. As the program unfolds, the
lack of quality in the story is overshadowed by an
excessive quantity of violent actions. Some say TV
causes us to be less concerned about the tragedies,
pain and trauma around us because we are daily
saturated by it. A war, natural disaster Cr local
crimes are instantly projected into our home. After a
while, we can be numb to all of this misery 'five
different Surgeon General advisory studies drew the
further conclusion that viewing violence on TV can
cruse aggressive and violent behavior.

Must the deadly bullet or quick punch be the only
response? Is life that cheap? Are people expendable?
The Christian message says there are other options.
When viewing a progrim that treats people and their
lives casually consider alternative possibilities to the
expedient violent act.

At other times, the conflict situation involves inner
struggles. Some of the inner conflicts result from
people trying to choose between conflicting values. At
other times, self-doubts, fears, mistrust, envy, greed
and ambitions may be the reasons for the conflict.
Whatever the reason for the conflict, TV can for good
or bad, teach us ways to resolve conflict or present us
with values.

For example, J.R. on "Dallas" makes some very
strong statements about how to handle conflict. If it is
conflict with business people, he justifies cheating,
stealing, use of deceit in order to win. If it is conflict in
his relationship with Su Ellen, he tells her whatever
he thinks she wants to hear and still has affairwwith
other women. He has a very clear idea about what
people are for and what relationships are worth. His
values are money power, using people to get what he
wants. He does not value persons, fidelity in mar-
riage, and others' feelings. needs and concerns. By his
actions, he teaches us how he sees life and the way to
live it. If we do not critically look at characters, eval-
uate their actions, we might begin to think that this
lifestyle is not all that bad.

Personal conflicts often simplifieu on TV, espe-
cially in the amps. We can sympathize with the
characters and enjoy a good cry over their sufferings
and struggles. For example, Luke in "General Hospi-
tal" has captured our imaginations and won the
hearts of countless viewers. His doubts, fears, mis-
trust and anger are shared by the viewers. We can
share in a way with Luke's experiences, even though
our lives are not as chaotic or. complicated.
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Iblevision is tilled with personal inner conflicts of
all types. The conflict may unfold in a soap like the
"Guiding Light" or "ballad' or in an action show like
*Simon is Simon" or a comedy like "Alice" or "The.
aleffersons.* Each show handles conflict in a different
way; whatever the way it can stronglypresent values
to us. Do we buy their values?

Sports is an area where action and inner conflitte
collide. We need to look at the message. Do we havito
always win, no matter the cost? On the'TV news we
will heir about the problems of some athlete. Some
become involved with drugs or constant medication
in their knees, to continue playing. Their team
has to win, no matter the pain or potential
injury to the individual player. Ir are pictured as
very loyal, but some will not a team tint does
its best, yet loses a game. The pressure on the players
and coaches is tremendous to see that they win any
way possible. Are there other ways tojtralge a success-
ful team besides the win/loss column? about
.eft upended, fair play, recreational valWhatues, doing
.-..ihe best day can as a team --win or lose? Scanathote
these amsideratians get lost in the vbig Imp' world
of sports. Sometimes we fail to transfer these amid&
erations to our local team and sclmol sports events.

Anytinwwelook at coact, eithir extinsitra. in;
nor, we-need to look at the challenges conflict places
on our values.

Discussion Questions'
1. Which do you thiak are the most violent shows on

telstradon? How often* you wetch thengProm

Nf"

your viewing experience, is, there too Much vio-
lence on television?

2. Do jon think that -people are made more aggres-
sive by watching TV violence? Do you think that
some people might try to imitate the violence they
beverages in a show? Has seeingviolent
action on the ever affected you? How?

3. Give examplesof conflicte that are natural parts or
life. Are there ways to solve. conflict other than by
violence? Give an example. Do you think that vio-
lence is wooed to the teaching' (About? Disease.

4. What are some of the shows you watch regularly
in which conflicts are not based on physical action
or violence? In comedy 'thews conflict is often deg ft
with through verbal insults. this kind of vio-
lence as bad as that which can hurt people Ord-
talky?

5. Do you ever watch afternoon soap operas? Do the
characters accurately represent real la? What
kinds of personal conflicts do they show?

6. In crime shows and soap operas some characters
seem to ye no min-al valueog are there other

who try to live and act morally?

two hours ofTV during an'evenintr and log
t incidents. Deecribe how the astkm was

shown er sqemated andilso whether It was neces-
t4

eery for the plot.
2. Make a report comparing the way a TV news pro-

gram bombed a stor3r ofviolence with the way that
-same story was treated in the mwspapen What .

17



were the differences between them and which one
dil a better job?

3. Look up the Nielsin Ratings. Men* the most
popular shows or movies. Determine the percent-
age of the chum who saw them. Rate them accord-
ing to external/inner conflict. (Some shows have
both. Rate them in the category in which most of
the conflict falls. For exam*, "A team" would
most often use action/vicdence/eaternal conflict.)
Was the type of conflict used usceemerY for the
development of the Oat

4. Write an evaluation from a Christian perspective
of an inner conflict of your favorite TV character.

5. Select and explain one parable from the gospels ht
which Jesus teaches his disciples how to deal with
conflict.

6. Love is a frequent theme in many shows. Define
love as a TV show would define it. Then read,
refloct on and compare a TV show's definition with
the fidlowing scripture passages: Mt, 5:1-12; Mt.
5:3848; Mt. 18:15-20; 1 Car .13:1 -13; James 3:13-
IlkJames 44140.

4

"ThO giattireausw squabble through each 304thade
segment but conftletsare always resoived before the
end Rfquitubow.,
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6. HEROES, MODELS, GROUPS
Suppose your name has bra been drawn from a

special life exchange lottery With this lottery you
will be the guest of the person you select for one year.
This person could have fived at any time throughout
history Who would be the hero or model that you
would select? (Before reading any further, take a
moment and select your person and thus period)

Once you have selected the person,' answer these
questions about the person to yourself. Have you ever
seen a portrayal of this person on TV, or read a booker
magazine article about the perm, or studied this
person? If so, do you think that the TV portrayal of
the person was accurate? Would knowing this hero
help you to be a better person? A bent*. Christian?
Would observing this person for a year broaden your
outlook on life' and develop your potential?

It is necessary in life to have heroes and WM&
Throughout life our heroes change. One young by
was so excited after going to his first professional
baseball game that he came running into the house
calling to his mother, "Mom, I know what I am going
to be when I grow up. A hotdog mart He has all the
hotdogs he wantar Many young children start out
wanting to be just like mommy or daddy when they
grow uri; then they talk about being a secretary doc-
tor, mechanic, lawy fuefighter, teacher, nurse, or
salesperson, politician, engineer. As they are exposed
to the many types of people and occupations, their
ideas change.

Ed Marinate as Officer Weak"

illenownee and abler can be 'tele mad far young
women. Can most young worsen WWI, with these
characters?

'television exposes us to thousands of different
people in roles. We can find something within these
characters that makes up want to imitate their lives.
We might want to be strong, peaceful, beautiful,
generoirs, rich, courageous, honest, athletic or as in-
sightful as the people we see on TV. Consider a recent
hero that many people tried to imitate.

Everybody knows, the Eons. He is a real character.
Sometimes he does some pretty crazy thinp. But
there is something about him we like and admire.
Underneath it all he is quite a guy He tells it like it is.
He says what he thinks even if he doesn't always
share what he feels. But, let's face it, maybe we don't
want people to know bow we feel either. He is in
control of the situation and maintains respect for the
people around him, and it is easy to understand why
many people could look to the Eons as a hero.

Louise on "The Jefferson? is smother person who is
rested and who knows what she is about. Louise is
able to cope with all the various situations that arise;
she has a gentle respect for all people and she sin-
cerfly tries to be a good person.

Laura, on "Remington Steele," is another example
of a hero. She is intelligent, perceptive, capable and
also beautiful. She is an exam* of a woman being
independent and successfid.

There are so many fascinating characters in TV
land. They capture our attention and stir up our in-
terest Sometimes we wonder, what would it be like?

21
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person inc the news or on TV. Whether you would
select a political figure, an athletic person or a per-v.
former, you may find that many of the people you
would consider selecting are known to you becaupe of .

e

Discussion Questions
1. What kindoicharicters do you find yourself idea-

tifyhtg with on television? Do you ever try to imag-
ine what the bad gip or the loser feels like?

2. Is there any TV character you think has eitialitke
that might serve as a role model? Do you think
that your attitudes and ideas are greatly. Influ-
enced by television?

3. Do you thirat that minority groups are Wily rep-
resented on kevhdoit? How are wwnen portrayed
on TV? What famale character on a regular series
would makes' good role mocha for young people?
Diatribe some of the ways you have seen the el-
derly portrayed on televiiion? How should the fbl-

. lower of react vilten"persons are presented 03
steretypea on television?

4. How religion portrayed on television?- How
many characters on programs attend religious .

services? Do the religious and clergy dimvn on
What would I do next if I were in that personus place? television make good role 'models? Use
Hew would I feel in their situation? done of these ...-Brilespir as one interesting ease study. How do
characters, like the Font and Laura from "Remington commercials portray relighius and clergy?
Steele," might have as famcial influence on our lives. 5. maw bow our ideas about appropriate inaie and

We may not he clones of the Form or bionic women. female role models moist our own healthy sexual
six-million dollar men or ineredible hulks in real life. growth and development. How are our ideasaboui
But as we enter the magical mystery tour of televi- love and sexuality ailketed by TV shows with
sion fantasy we can pretend for just a little while. As "heroes' involved in "romantic mituationar
we tune in week after weektwe Tsai get kb knew our .6. Which heroes or models presented on TV terlay
TV heroes. We observe their W01110 and actions. We would Jesuit select to be hia disciples? Why? Ex:.
study their attitudes and behavior. Before we re plainplain what would make these peopkt be good disci-
it, we may be imitating them in one way oranother. plea.

iblevision programs offer an endless flood of
characters that we can imitate. Some of then attract Activities
us and others don't appeal to us at all. Some of them
reflect values, attitudes and behavior that would be 1. Pick the TV diameter you would most like to be

helpful to our growth. Others do noi. It is our rayon- like and explain why,
sibility to evaluate as Christians whether or not im- 2.
itating a TV character will help us to grow:

TV offers us an opportunity to consider many living
people as our heroes. If your winning lottery ticket
said you could meet any perm living now as your
model, your selection would probably be based at
least partially upon what you have seen about the

"NI MR COOPER! ARE YOU 'WROTE!) IN
HAVIN6 SOME CCMPANY THIS AfIERNOON?"

Interview two adults. Ask them if they have any
f4rorite TV characters and why they like them.

3. Discuss with your parents their reasons for pro-
hibiting some TV prcgrams.

4. Develop a paper, or plan a delmte, on one of these
toigcs: lames emu in all sizes; my favorite hero
Mum my life, from TV, or from history).
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7. RELATIONISHIPS
The television programming that we are accus-

tomed to presents many types of situations in which
people interact, We experience the range from family
and work settings in adventure and action situations.

ow people react and how they relate to one another
1 to the success of a Program. but it is also vital

to consider what they model to us about relation-
ships. How do ,teenagers respond to parents? What
about the employee/employer relationship? How do
brothers and sisters feet bout and help one another?
How do a husband and wife ronununicate? In real life
we have many daily situations that call-won us to
respond to people. How do we learn how tti respond?
One way is by modeling our behavior on the actions
and interactions of people who have healthy relation-
ships. Some people think that what they see on TV is
the way to relate to other people. Some people talk to
their children, paiepta, husband, wife and teachers
as if they were a TV character. Stop for a moment and
think of ways of relating to other people thatyou may
have picked up from your favorite character.

Sometimes we don't talk to people because we have
a stereotyped image of them from TV. We make judg-
ments about peopla from simply using external
cations. Therefore, we close out the possibility of es-
tablishing a relationship with them.

Another aspect of relationships is that each person
can only relate to other people to the degree that they
feel good about themselves. Developmental psychol-
ogists tell us that before persons accept themselves
they must experience acceptance from others. Eric
Erickson, Leo Buscaglia. Abraham Maslow and
Father John Powell, along with many other psycha-
ogists, write about the relationships people have with
others and their ability to grow, to appreciate and to
accept their God-given talents.

'television is a powerful medium. It influences and
helps to shape our understanding of others. In pro-
gram after program TV projects images, whether
positive or negative, of individuals or groups. So
much depends on the war they're presented. Is the
portrayal accurate? Is it fair? Is it realistic? Does, it
give us a better understanding of the way this person
thinks and feels? Dees it help us to appreciate thejoys
and pains, struggles and successes of the group?
"Roots I and II" offered a. major-contribution to our
understanding of the history of racial injustice in"
America. At the same time, "Roots" was a model of
cultural pride for blacks as they traced their own
history.

Not only can television help us to know other per-
sons or groups, it can assist us to impmve our awn
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personal relationships. Observing TV families can
help us live in our own families. It can also offer us
some negative images of families. For example.
Frank Carrington on "Dynasty" and J.R. from "Dal-
las' share a common plight. They are surrounded by
family difficulties that seem overwhelming. Argu-
ments and disagreements, tension and conflict are
their resultant companions. Week alter week they and
their families on these evening soap operas confront
the same old struggles and never really straighten
out the situations. But they aren't the only familiei
living in television land. We can think of many
others. Some programs portray undesirable qualities
but others offer us examples of positive family rela-
tionships worth imitating, such 113 "Little House on
the Prairie," "Webster," "Silver Spoons." and "The
Scarecrow and Mrs. Kiwi'

As we observe TV families, it's valuable to raise a
few important questions. How realistic are the pub
lions and solutions of any episode? Do family mem-
bers communicate with one another? Do they share
their ideas, ideals and values? Do they listen to one
another and respect each other's point of view? How
do they handle power less and manipulation by
family members? How do they handle chemical de-
pendency related problems and issues? How do they
handle school and work related problems? Do they
ever make a long term or in-depth commitment to
workingout a problem, or do they quickly solve it and
move sob to something else?

By watching families on television we can observe
how they relate, help one another, solve problems
together, share things and divine responsibilities. We
can wit how their interaction compares with eur ex-
periences.



Ames*

Mabel Sanford. as Lentos Jefferoin and Slade
Gibbs as Floresce broke oar grand for sakierides la TV
series. likorite "The Jeffersoms" differ from other black
fanalles ii4evielest?

liblevisionis portrayal of family life and relation -
ships may be a mirror of the way things are. Then,
too, the picture may be distorted or out of focus. when
contrasted with real family situations. Families de-
picted on TV may 'Om a sensitivity to the truly
human values contained in the gospel ofJesus. They
may preoentan image offamily life and relationships
that would assist The viewers to mature toirether in a
positive manner. And, of coarse, many TV programs
may, in feet, do just the opposite. Our role; as respell-
sible viewers, is to be aware of this difference, and to
try to have our own relationshiiis enriched by our TV

rperiences.:
IstionshiPs are never completed, We are always

growing_ in them and adapting to new people and
situations. TV tries 14; handle a very complex issue in
a very short time frame. Most people realize that this
is not possible. Relationships take-there. effort and a
constant openness ter, others so that the relationship
can develop. Who we are and what we value are
brought into our relatt onships.Ourwork era relation.
ships needs to be continued day after dii% week ofter
week. This can be a positive cluelensitirto growth in
everyone's life.

Discussion Questions
I. What is your &white TV family? Why do you like

it better than others? What attitudes do family

members reflect toward one another? is your lam-
ily at all like them?

2. Do you think that femili'a prese.ited on television
are generally realistic? Do you think that families
presented QV TV commercials are like the average
family in your neighborhood? Do you think that
real families are influenced by the families pre -
oersted on television?

3. What attitudes. do yob, think Jesus would expect
people to reflect in re lationlo c son or daughter 014
parent?

4. Disci some of the people who present a positive
lilt-image in TV Name and discuss some
'Were whowho are on TV in regular shows,
Have you seen a program op television recently
that presenteit racial minorities? How were they

Do ru think *en. television image
positive?

6. Do you think racial and ethnic minorities should
hive more mote* roles than they clresike do in
prime time entertainment series? Has watching
television made you more aware of the many
minority groups in our country and more ryna.
pathetic to their problems? Are - viewers mike.
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eared by the image of ininorities that ares pre-
oented unfairly on televiaion?

7. Have you personally ever boon offended or made to
feel uncpmfortioble by television's portrayal of
your religion, your ethnic stock car race, your social
class. or your ores of the country? Did you com-
plain to anyone or write a letter to the station or
sponsor?

Actives
1. Compare two programs like The Wakens" and

"Falcon Crest" and note the similarities and dif-
reroutes in the relationships among members of
the families portrayed.

2. Relationships are developed by people taking time
tb share common activities. thoughts, ideas and
intetesta, Does having television in a house make
a difference in the quality of relationships that are
developed? Create a short play or skit with two
endings. Ode Iranian will have television as a
fecal point of the family); life, that is, people de-
termine evening activities by what is_on televi-
sum. In the k i «= on, end with the family
sharing other interests and aSeCting VC-
visional TV viewing 'fty to depict
ships in this family are affected,

3, List the positive and negatict., aspects of having a
television in your home. ,re this list with your
family.

4. Choose one specific minority or cultufnel poop
t blacks, women. the eldeyly), and report to the
clam how that group is treated on the Amos
watched during the coming week., Note how often
arid in what manner members of that group are
presented.

6. Iklevisicra presents specials during holiday tinsel
of the year. At Chrigtmaa time, Thanksgiving sod.
even. Easter, many of the specials have-fanlike&
joined together with everyone very happy and
carefieer Theyjoin together in parfait may to
sing and siiare a seasonal inessage. to a short
stoty depicting a television special' that would
show Christmas, Thanksgiving Gagster as it re-
ally estate in most homes, its the meal always on
tune, do the babies cry. do the little children play
fairly at 'all times, do the adults always act ins-
turel)c etc.?)

6. Select a favorite TV character List five qialaties
about this person and describe how therie qualities
affect the person's relationship. List several qual-
ities about yourself that you are hiPpywith, Indi-
cate how each quality helps you with. your rela-
tionships. (It in not maces& ry to hand this in .)

Mennen, irsitiraps, taireligit be TV ebameters represent
"Fhb"; hide Livia. NA Me in oiled Log Lee 11Spphi at Elba Jane
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PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
.

1We teenager* savagely beat and rob an elderly
lad At walks home kein the store. What a vicious
act aid ruthless aim& Why did the do it? Why did it
hoppennief's imagine.how. diftent TV shows and
foroots ukigtit deal With tho4tory.

414);10" is willing to diii*P'0 minutes to look At
pertiara bat kgmund information, What approach!

s will they choOee? They could lookst violence in sod-
ety and lww all are victimsof it. Oilliey amid look at
the social, economic, moral and psycholognial prob-
lems of a given neighborhood. They could search out
dame folks who simply "did not want to get involved'

,, with crime problems In their area. There are endless
ways t9 look at this problem and ita solution. .

The evening news will offer a 90- second presenta.
tan. How much can they say? "Simon and &mon"
would go looking for those boys. We would get a little
background information on them. Some fast detee.
bye work and some action would be part of the solu-
tion, "Hill Stroet Blues' is interested in dramatizing
the elite investigation that led to the arrest of the
boys.. What facts do you think they will highlight?

0

misoorir

'

Are cartage Me these ped peterwee fir yam Andress
to vrateb?Wiky de pie Mak earteevut rmift pep*, over
the ytere?
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Honker" would take a different approach to the
whole problem and bring out different facets of the
boys' characters. He would look at the legal side ofthe
issue and balance that with compassion for the per-
sons involved.

It. is important for us to recognize that each TV
format has built-in strengths and weaknesses. Each
can examine a prcblera or issue from s: limited point
of view. We realize, though, thatit is =till easy to
suggest or portray a realistic andlastiag solution.

Most of us enjoy a good story on IV When we sit
down to watch a dramatic program, we take it for
granted that thtproblem will be resolved in the next
22 or 44 minutes. We leave it to the scriptwriter and,
actors to take care of *Op. If it doesn't work oil,
we're surprised and disappointed..

As much as we enjoy TV's dramatic stories, all of us
realize that living in the real .world is much more
complex. We all have problems tntddifllculties. We idl
have concerns similar to those with which rikhows
deal in a short period of time. A list of the 'possible
problems would include the following; money, friend-
ship, love, moral values, politkx, work, fail crime,
character traits, sports and global issues. Min, of us
experience tension and conflicts in Amides areas of
life. But we realize that we don't deal with thenior
resolve them in an instant. We know that the simple
answers of TV dramas kre not realistic when dealing
with the day - today living situatlinis ere face in our
world.

26

We know that TV's swift, definitive resolution to
crime is often based on brute force, finalized by a
bullet or fatal car crash. We've seen dramatic presen-
tations conclude with an arrest and the implication
that justice will be served in the courts. Certain plots
are resolved by a sudden, often unmotivated, change
of heart or some unexpected turn of events. Within
TV drama there is no shortage of unbelievable
problem-solving techniques.

Because of limited time, script writers and news
re tern very often forced to simplify both prob-
lems and utions in TV programming. There is a
danger t when we watch the program we may

_rlook the fact that complex social issues and
deep-seated conflicts can only be resolved slowly and
patient* When this hcss fire' quick and easy so-
lutions transfers over into family or personal rela-
tionships, we become frustrated. We need to be realis-
tic when thced with problems, deal with all the issues
invol red, seek the help and advice ofothers, weigh all
the options and then come to the solution that best
iesolves the prrAdem, In other winds, we do what the
script writers do before they conclude the Story They
research and discuss all the implicat*s of possible
solutiors. Then and only then, do they decide on one.
Granted, it Is often not the best solution, nxirdo we see
thesteps that they used to get there. But it firs in with
their time frame. lit real life we have the time and
need to discern the best possible solution. A solution
that is mitered in our values takes into account what

o Pkansie set brialkiiiia
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is morally correct and follows the teachMp of Jesus
and the traditions of Christian community
- The responsible follower of Jesus shouldn't view

passively and uncriticallyitlw dramatic presentation
of problems and solutions on TV We mpg be more
sensitive to the basic issues that lead to orsurround a
problem situation. We need to consider the alterna-
tives for a resolution of the problem. Look beyond the
solution offered by the writer or news pnvram. The
challenge is to examine and evaluate TV portrayals
of life from the perspective of the gospel and the
values and attitudes of Jesus.

Discussion Questions
1. Would you prefer watching programs that are

open-ended (plot unrogolvedi or are you satisfied
with the usual plot and conclusion that provide en
answer to the main conflict? If we knoll in advance
that a shinir's problem is going to be solved, why do
we get involved in it and concerned about how it's
going to turn out?

2. Are you bothered by a conclusion that makes no
sense or is so contrived that you wish you hadn't
spent the time watching the program? Are you
dissatisfied by a happy ending?

3. Why do you think there are so many programs on
TV that deal with police and their work? Do you
think that the police 'n your neighborhood are like
the police on TV? What is your favorite police
pregrea? Why? Are there any qualities and
values presented in this program that would fit
into as gospel way of life? Are there situations in
this show that go against values? What are
they?

4. Many plots manipulate yopr emotions by getting
you involved with certain characters. Discuss
some TV shows where this has happened to you.

5. Do you think that many people welch TV pas-
sively and simply accept the solution to a problem

29
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or osollict that has been tireserifed? If so, wit
What happens if they transfer this attitudp to
their own way &dealing with conflict? .

6. What documentary propsims on television dorm
think are realistic in their presentation of Rob-
lems and solutions? Why?

Activities
1. Make a study of some local problem or issue facing

the community and then suggest how a dramatic
Tv program, the nightly news, "60 Minutes:* and
a soap opera might attempt to solve it.

2. Watch a documentary program that presents a
problem or social' issue and *rite a report on the
manner in which it is dealt with in the documen.
tory.

3. Interview a police officer and ask him or her to
compare her or his own daily activities to those of
the police on TV.

4. Take a survey of four adults and four classmates.
Ask them to list their favorite shows and describe
the psoblem-solving techniques used in each
show. Compare the lists and determine if there are
problemsolving techniques common to these
shows.

5. Direct a TV dramatirprogram by outlining Fob-
hem and solution. Write an alternative solution to
the same problem. Usii a solution that is more real,
respects! the complexity of the problem, does not
use violence, simplistic endings and cheap triCks,
and demonstrates the power of negotiation and
relational skills.

6. Choose ajead story from the evening news, de.
scribe its coverage, the miblem presented and the
solution, if any. Follow up on this story unlie
newspaper. How did they cover it? What are the
differences or similarities? Who offered the
clearest coverage and best presentation?

27
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9, WHAT DO YOU WATCH?
Eighty-five million people watched last year's

Super Bowl game. What a turn out of television fans!
Because of the size of the TV crowd, sponsors taid the
network $750,000 a minute to advertise their prod-
ucts during the game. The Super Bowl has become a
national event every Illinuitry Theft are other occa
sional media events that do well in pullhig in big
numbers of viewers. 'The Day Afitr," which exam-
ined in a dramatic setting the horrifying effects of
nuclear war, attracted the attentioncifhalf the people
of this country at one Unit).

The majority of the nation, howekser, rarely-tunes
into one shoat The big thedia events are few end
competition for viewers' attention kt keen. On the
average, viewers are divided fairly equally among
the three major networks, with PBS and an array of
cable and specialized TV services picking up a smal-
ler but graving share of the market.

Week the TV schedules of most homes
are fil with the likes of"Threek Companx"Allte,"
Magn Pi," titreet Blues," "Falcon Crest,"
.and "The Whiz Kids.' Daytime TV caters to another
mix of people with programs ranging from "The Price
Is Right' to *The Phil Donahue Stow:* from culinary
art to body bpilding, fhb news natures to the end-
less parade .of soap okras. Weekend fkre takes on a
characterof its own, withflaturday malting cartoons
aimed at` little kids aid Sunday afternom kottadl
gears(' to bigger kitl&

blarning,toon and night, day in Awl day out, thEre
are so mai choices. Each choice exiebt because there
are *nom& fitithful viewers to assure ita strvival. It's
a matter of simple economics. A show stays okthe air
because it soya an aidienw rating that can trans-
late into high advertisintevenue. If the rating
drops, so day the advertising rate. A losing show is

Speciel mama fie; (fathom. ail 04 sow; felt sad slaw on "'Phi CBS
oaf Liveky Ade fer TaillitAtaftrillaftlievalf aim* the New To* 14dillenneade
Yews Peeples Ceeterkwahtiesood llfeektit.4te Tood helm Tiorisehne sew peoentatiwo VA* BMWS
in rehtiodeeme of "The Bawd atChethilldif sod *Stela sow. MttildfIlasaitad basikiandar if a
nbreedevet eft a New Tab filillioadoda Toot /Park,. Omelet, "gab OnotottRow Idookal Motown ale &beep
sea as heat ofa new "A Siodd Ikky fa the Yew of the Mr; sad Wald MON) to beetof lobteotheet el
"WA's a Mom= Uproar? Mos "Ftwoos Oar& Taber prestits rebtto at OP cow wwfaal "Ammar 40
the Cotter el the Ifiudh," sod Wags ow. kb tor**, "FEW has Bedews" mod "A alidetowe Caterplee new
peodeedis of" Yeanty."
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quickly scrapped for one that will draw a larger audi-
ence share. . without mired for the intrinsic quality
and value of the show This commercial formula for
determining TV progranyning content leaves a lot to
be desired. Programs tend to follow the Whims of the
viewing public.Program survival often depiinds on a
Alfual Compromise a intelligence and ruts' try in

, order to appro.' to the largest number Of people poSsi-
ble, apPealituf a. .theleastouon dinominator,
much of TV programming sells the Amarican'public
short.

Yet we know that individual viewers vote for pro-
gram after program every time they turn on their TV
set" The audience numbers count up fast and these
numbers keep specific shows on the air Why do
people watch what they watch? There are many
theories, but none is accepted universally Just as
there has been no satisfactory way of measuring tele-
vision's effect on viewers, so no techniques have been
developed to determine with certitude why people
watch, or even to predict what programs viewers
would prefer to see. This is not the domain of science
but of educated guessing.

The networks take a risk with every program they
debut. They try to minimise the chances of failure by
spending millions of dollars testing new shows they
hope will attract a loyal following. Yet, many viewers

change the channel or turn off the set if the show is
not worthy of their time or attention. Unfortunately,
some commit themselves to watching the best of a
relatively unimpressive choice of pregrams. Some
may attempt to fill the void of boredom or loneliness.
Others may turn to the tube for a few hours of escape
from tiri real world.-

Ends of,us, should realise' that we have twa.basic
forms of control over television **rams. The fast is
a personal stake,in what is broadcast by the networks
and other TV services. The act of viewing is an en-
dorsement of the program. One person, one vote may
seem insignificant, but when enough people follow
their convictions in their derailed for prognumning
that is jute t, lesore and enriching, the 44.1

brobdcasters - - quickly get the message.
'lb put smile teeth into this demonstration of positive
control, viewers should also develop the habit of writ
ing to the networks, with reactions for or against
specific programming. Letters have an impact!

There is another form of control that is awe tn-
mediate. This is the control over my personal use of
television and what I will watch. This form of control
is exercised in part by the use of the channel selector
which allows me the choice among TV's options. But
more importimtly, it is exercised by the use of the
on/off button by. wlAch I make the fundamental
choice about the use ray time and energy 'lb view or
not toxiewahat's the basic question.

(hie of thg biggest challenges people in our society
face is how to channel their time and energy most
constructively We are plagued wit!, aimlessness,
boredom, lick of criteria for our behavior. There is
serious need for each individual, as part of personal
and spiritual maturity, to discover where show be is
going in life, to develop the resources Wirt there and
to learn the disciPline to keep on aurae. This chal-
lenge also applies to television because it is the most
influential communications medium humanity has
ever known.

, Discussion Questions
1. Do you enjoy watching television? When would it

be helpfkil for you to watch television? When
wouldlt be harmful for you to watch television?

2. Why do you watch the programs you do? Are you
satisfied with the programs available en televi-
sion?boyou think you watch too much television;
not enough, or :just the right amount? What pro-
grams on television do you enjoy? Have your
choices changed since you began this course of
study?

3. Do you think that watching television can affect a
person's acceptance of the teachings of Jesus?
how?
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4. Do your parents have rules about what programs
you can watch? Do you think that they should?.

5. Do you think that you shouM choose carefully
what you watch on television? Do you ever read
TV Guide or newspaper reviews that may help you
to select programs?

6, Discuss the values of having, smite citizen groups
monitor or evaluate TV,---BUCh as the Moral
Majority or Action for Children's Ibkrviskar, for
example. Should such groups determine what can
or cannot be shown on the air?

30

7. How have your TV viewing habits changed since
you began the Media Mirror program? Is televi-
sion used any differently by the members of your
family now? How?

Activities
1:Piwint;thatrti skm apare0. and are makit it the

_ rules ikart what the, family can watch on televi-
Draw up a model. set of famili viewing rule,

t6giiherwith the reasomi for listing ear'.h rule.
2. Interview an adult and ask that person how he or

she &terminee what TV programs to. watch. -
3. Write a review of two TV programa you would

recommend for young children, explaining why
you think they would be good for this audience.

4., Draw up alisting of all availabk entices of infep.
man uPcoming TV programs and bring some
examples to class. Using these sources, start a
classroom bulletin board that will advertise
month by month the best television programming
available.

5. Discuss_ the following question with a parent:
What activities could we be involved in as a family
if we didn't watch television for a month?

6. Write an essay &scribing two or three positive
contributions you think that television has made
to our society

AgraW11"11111"1561401.:
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cheek TV listingain,

myt viewing time.

El I 'Mad TV rev' background information
articlee..

the'4 my time, in tight'4
need for rein iiinships with oth e.

. The_. Pielfriuris I watch help me nole* torelai
butie mature ai a potion.," ,r

As an active* viewer, I critically evaluate at.
titudes, Aline and behavior presented on TV
showii. ,

0 The shows I-watch influence positively my rela-
tionships with other people, including members
dray (wag my friends and acquaintances.

TVVIEWER'S CHECKLIST
I take advantage of cultural programa, dam-
mentaries, docu-dranias, news and Current.
events programming.

Ape;st viewing eihoyd talk about tha ideas and-
yelues presented With sny family and friendei.'

-O. Before tfollow"the advice of commercials, I re-
fleet on my real needs aixl the extemal pressures
influencing me to went something which I don't
really need.

If a program falls short of my enzetations, 1
remember the liberating power of the onfolIbut-
ton. .

CHRISTIAN VALVES: A BASIS FOR THE CRITICAL
EVALUATION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS

Are evil deeds punished?

Do principal characters consistently resort to the use
of overwhelming strength and power?

Is brain power superior to muscle power? Is trustful
negotiation superior to the use of violence?
Is material existence the ultimate goal of life? Are
consumer goode an end in them elves is. are we called
to stimethings, ,hCyand? Do we recognise a spiritual life
that directs i0erytkilig we do?

Are people seep ea the marvelous creation ofa loving
God, with essential gCodness and dignity? .

Are men and women depicted as equal partners in
life?

Do all people, regardless of race, color, age or eco-
nomic condition, share basic human rights that are
respected and equally upheld?

Is there room for mystery and the miraculous work of
Godwin the world, rather than an exclusive relimexton
scientific fact and huMan endeavor?

Are people seen as sinners, yet redeemed by Chiist
and called to a life of conversion?
Is there grace in the world? Is there evidence of the
power and work of the Spirit in people's lives?

Is life in all its limns and at all ofits stages and ages of
development seen as a sacred gift of God?

Is truth seen as a force that sets us fie? AM theta
respected for what they are and not avoided die;

. torted?

Are human sexuality and sex understood \n their
holeixiss and in relationship to God's plan for the

human race?

Do people transcend their own self-centeredness to
reach out in love,sacrifice and risk to care for the
needs of others?

Is there hope for the world in spite of the darkness of -

sin, suffering and potential catastrophe? Is them
hope in the promise of God and the potehtial of all
creation?
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